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arbara Bash is
the author and
illustrator of a
number of books on wildlife and natural history
for children and adults.
She has worked for many
years as a calligrapher
and teacher of book arts
and botanical drawing
and does expressive
calligraphic performances
and workshops. She lives
in the Hudson Valley
region of New York, State.

I came across Barbara’s latest book, True Nature, last
winter while roaming the bookstore. It is “an illustrated
journal of four seasons in solitude that mixes Buddhist
sitting meditation with nature journaling, traces the
enthusiasm and boredom, the agitation and relaxation,
the breakdown and breakthroughs of time spent by oneself.”
The idea of solitude has always interested me, in theory!
I have yet to create that situation but I think it’s every
artist’s dream to have a block of time to be by oneself
and explore ideas. As Barbara and I have talked over the
last few months I could see that our similar interests in
dance, Buddhism, drawing and journaling and the similar
experiences in the studio— seeing oneself in the landscape
and exploring our connection to the world—are what
made our conversation so easy, but it was Barbara’s
perspective that gave me a deeper understanding of my
own experiences. As she said at one point that if “one
works from a deep place, something true and alive and
personal comes through.” I have always felt that was the
secret to good work and a long life in the studio. I think
it’s then that our work becomes universal.
True Nature explores one woman’s journey, individual
and universal, and looks into familiar experiences of
loneliness and fear to discover a new acceptance and
connection with the world.

JP: It’s interesting to me that with your Big Brush
work you are combining movement and drawing.
BB: The dance aspect was weaving through all of this. I
wanted to move my body in big ways and dancing made
me happy. I took classes at Antioch, but I knew the
fierce discipline of that profession wasn’t what I wanted.
I the mid '70s I began to study with a Tibetan Buddhist
teacher named Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche. He was
someone with a truly outrageous artistic mind. I can see
that my contact with him during the next fifteen years
strengthened that part of myself that was ready to use my
body, make a big gesture, and make a big stroke. The Big
Brush work that developed during these years counterbalanced the precision (of drawing ) and broadened my
range of expression.

BB: “Coming to rest
where we are” is about
letting things be. It’s
about taking a break
from trying to be
someone other than
who we are. I called
this an “ancient process”
because human beings
have been forgetting and rediscovering it for a long
time. On retreat I watched this process happen over
and over again — searching, pushing, needing something
to happen, and then falling apart, letting go, and ultimately
relaxing with myself.
JP: It seems as though there are lots of opposites at
work here—being alone and connected on the retreat
itself and also within the practices of meditation and
drawing. Do you think that your practices and the
experience of solitude mirror each other in a way?
BB: There were two practices going on for me: sitting
meditation and journaling. They both were happening
within the atmosphere of solitude, which intensified and
deepened them both. The experience of sitting practice
was one of vulnerability and exposure, willing to take a
look at the wildness of mind, willing to unpeel some of
the layers of belief that I carry around. The journaling
practice of drawing and writing strengthened my inquisitiveness and interest in the world. Each time I sat down
to draw I became interested in something more than myself.
So the sitting practice kept me vulnerable and the
journaling practice kept me curious. Within the powerful
atmosphere of solitude this vulnerability and curiosity
were essential qualities that carried me through and kept
opening me up to the world.

In the stillness of solitude
there is more of a chance
of being able to listen.
JP: How did the True Nature project come about?

BB: For a number of years I had been writing and
illustrating books on natural history for children. These
projects had taken me to fascinating ecosystems — India,
Indonesia, the Pacific Northwest, the streets of New
York City. My research had included taking photos of
course, but the most valuable information I gathered
was in my sketchbooks. The quick drawings and writings
I took down on the spot held an aliveness and directness
that told the deeper story. Over these years an interest in
Judith Perry: You studied dance and drawing while in
exploring this sketchbook–journal world began to grow
college. Did you have a sense then that you wanted to be
inside me. I think I’ve always had an attraction to precision.
an illustrator?
This was part of what eventually led me to Buddhism,
Barbara Bash: I don’t remember thinking that I
this quality of focusing in and looking closely. The illuswanted to be an illustrator when I was in college. I was
trated journal is a place to take a risk, try something
following my curiosity and not really planning for a
new. The looseness inherent in the form was what I
career. (Those were different times!) I loved the fine
wanted more of.
detail of pencil drawing. This was one path I knew I
The form of the retreats came out of my Buddhist
loved to walk.
meditation practice. I had done a traditional Buddhist
I ended up taking a year off from college and doing
retreat years before and had a surprisingly rough time
more drawing as well as traveling. When I returned to
with the experience. My mind was very agitated and
college I entered Antioch (in Yellow Springs, Ohio) and
surprisingly deep fears arose. Creating this True Nature
connected with an interesting ceramics teacher named
project, combining sitting meditation with drawing and
Jan Jones who asked me to throw lots and lots of bowls
writing, was a way to get myself back on retreat to take a
on the wheel. She had spent time in Japan and brought a look at those fears, but gently and softly this time.
contemplative practice to the making of bowls. I worked
This gentleness of approach was a crucial element all
deeply with her for a short while (before her sudden
the way through.
death in a plane crash) and found my way into a deeper
JP: The book, as you say, “is a record of that ancient
awareness of what makes up “fullness of form.” A few
process of coming to rest where you are. It is a journal
years later, when I began to study calligraphy, I felt I
that traces the experience of being both alone and
understood the fullness and aliveness of letterforms from
connected to the world. It is a story of stepping outside
this experience of making bowls with her.
that safe, warm home and discovering the vast night sky.”
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Can you explain the
notion of coming to
rest where you are and
why we need that?

JP: As you talk about looking both at nature and at
your thoughts, I noticed in the book that you began to
see yourself in the landscape. “I draw the great rolls of
hay-heavy and weighted down. I am weighed down too
and so is my drawing.” Did you expect that?
BB: I have come to expect this sort of experience when
I draw outdoors. The outer landscape reflects the inner
landscape. Another way to say this is that one becomes
more sensitive and aware of the connection between
outer and inner. What I choose to draw — what attracts
me — is that which can reveal, through its own nature,
what I am feeling inside. Another example of this in
True Nature was the drawing of the thistle at the end
of winter. I wrote, “Collapsed thistle. It’s tired. I’m
tired.” And then, “I will draw it and explore its beauty
and thorniness.” So by drawing it, I not only became
aware of what I was feeling, I also experienced the
beauty and thorniness of my exhausted state. I came to
appreciate where I was.
Through the act of drawing, which literally requires
one to stop, sit down, and begin to look, something true
can emerge in the moment. The possibility of this opening is always there. The phenomenal world is speaking to
us. In the stillness of solitude there is more of a chance of
being able to listen.
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JP: You asked yourself in the
beginning (of the project) how
drawing and mediation might
weave together when mixed
with the simplicity and starkness
of solitude. What do you think
about that now.?
BB: In retrospect it was a good
combination for me. The mixture
of drawing, meditation and
solitude stirred things up. There
is a strong part within us that
wants to keep things comfortable
and safe. And yet a deeper part
knows that our aliveness comes
through being uncomfortable,
through taking a chance, stepping out of that safe warm place, stepping into
whatever our cold, scary, lonely “night” is. That’s where our aliveness resides.
Mixing drawing and meditation with the solitude gave me a way to work with
everything that arose in the space of retreat. That was crucial. We all need some
tools, some way to go forward , some way to keep looking, some way to hold steady.
Following the breath, following the moving line on the page, following the clouds,
it’s all about more fully appreciating this moment — this precious world. ;

For more information on Barbara’s
work and upcoming workshops go to:
www.barbarabash.com.
All images copyright Barbara Bash,
from her book: True Nature ~ An
Illustrated Journal of Four Seasons in
Solitude. Shambhala Publications.

Judith Perry is an artist and writer. She also is the editor and publisher of Artists and
Writers in their own words, a biweekly e-zine that explores the creative process. To sign up
for this free newsletter send an e-mail to jppaintr@midcoast.com. To see some of her paintings

